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Choice of linen, faux leather or

velvet covers

Choice of personalised embossing

or laser etch on front cover

Built in usb

Layflat pages

Paper choice of fine art, deep

matte or partial matte 

All of our albums and boxed prints

have as standard:

KEEPING IT SIMPLE
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OUR ALBUMS

SQUARE DESIGN
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Square albums are a fantastic choice if you would like images spread

across 2 pages as once open the composition of the image crops much

better than on landscape options.

We recommend 20-40 spreads with minimal design. So if you like the

idea of larger borders and 2 page spreads then this style is great for

you.

Size options:

8x8

10x10

12x12 

By far our 12x8 landscape album if our most loved album option.

This album is included as standard in our 'Never Ending Stories

package'

As with all of our albums we recommend starting with 20 spreads

(40 pages) but you can go up to as many as 40 spreads (80 pages) if

you really want to go for it! 

OUR MOST POPULAR ALBUM

Our larger landscape albums are quite the show stoppers. Ideal to have

on your coffee table or display case.

Larger albums look best with more pages which makes the album feel

heavy and even more luxurious.

Deep matte paper and fine art paper is not available on these sizes 

Size options:

16x12

18x12

LARGE LANDSCAPE



AVAILABLE SIZES

Portrait               Landscape               Square

5x7                      7x5                          8x8

8x10                    10x8                        10x10

8x12                     12x8

11x14                    14x11

12x16                   16x12

MOUNT CHOICE

Choose from:

White - Most Popular

Black with white core

white with black core

Natural

Grey blue

Grey

No Border

Deep Matte Print unavailable in this option

STAND ALONE 

Our boxed display prints can be kept safe in  their matching 

 box or self displayed on a shelf due to their rigid nature.

Choose from 12 sizes which can hold from 5 to 20 prints  in

the following finishes:

Deep Matte

Fine Art

Partial Matte

BOXED DISPLAY PRINTS
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BOXED PRINTS 

KEEP BOXED OR ADD TO YOUR OWN FRAME 
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Our new boxed print line is very popular!

Choose 25,50 or 75 images printed in your choice of finish paper

(Fine art paper only available in 9x6)

Keep your prints together with yor usb and you have a handy box to

pass around all of your images from. 

            

6x4

7x5

9x6 - Most Popular

10x8

AVAILABLE SIZES 

A lot of our couples like to get a little something special printed

alongside their main order for perhaps a parent of grandparent. 

Our smaller size boxes ( 6x4, 7x5) with 25 prints are available without

the usb and make gorgeous personal presents. 

PERFECT GIFT 



AVAILABLE SIZES

Portrait                    Landscape                    Square

8x12                         12x8                               8x8

12x16.5                     16.5x12                          12x12   

20x28                      28x20

FRAME AND BORDERS

Frames are available in black, white and oak 

You can choose to have a passpartout ( Fancy word for the

white bit around the picture!) or without. Choosing without

has a more modern edge to edge feel, choosing with has a

more artistic timeless feel. 

TIMELESS ART 

If you're anything like me you love seeing your images on a

wall. Something you can look at and admire everyday.

This was a must for us, our favourite image from our wedding

day. It makes me smile every time I pass it and I know that no

matter how I change my decor it still looks perfect. 

WALL ART | FRAMED PRINT
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WALL ART | BRUSHED METAL 

THE FINEST WAY TO MAKE A STATEMENT
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Brushed metal artwork is both subtle and show stopping!

The aluminium is lightly brushed to give a sweeping grain texture and

then your image is printed onto it.

From afar the image looks bold on its board mount but close up it

shows off its texture and depth. 

  

Portrait                    Landscape                    Square

8x12                          12x8                               8x8

12x16.5                     16.6x12                          12x12

20x28                      28x20

AVAILABLE SIZES

Your metal image is mounted onto textured board creating a 3d frame

effect.

The board is available in white or charcoal

BOARD MOUNTED



PREMIUM OPTIONS

Want more? Our premium printing options and finishes

really are something special. 

COTTON RAG DECKLED PRINTS 

            

6x4

7x5

9x6 - Most Popular

10x8

Deckled edge prints have a gorgeously feathered edge

which feels like they have been discovered between the

pages of a long-lost antique.

AVAILABLE SIZES

BOARD MOUNTED

These prins come exclusively in a high end clamshell box

with your choice of premium covers complete with wooden

usb 



PREMIUM OPTIONS

Want more? Our premium printing options and finishes

really are something special. 

COTTON RAG DECKLED ALBUM 

Cotton Rag is the most popular paper chosen by photographers

to create high-quality fine art prints. The fine, slightly textured

surface and feel of this paper are ideal for printing both black and

white and color photographs and art reproductions with

impressive pictorial depth. 

These albums include premium finish options

CHARACTERISTICS 

100% Archival acid-free natural white cotton paper

310gsm lay-flat pages have the perfect thickness and tight

crease

Deep blacks and vivid colors thanks to archival pigment inks

Fully archival museum grade prints with colorfastness rated

to 100+ years

AVAILABLE SIZES 

Portrait               Landscape               Square

8x12                     12x8                         8x8

                                                            10x10

                                                            12x12



CONTACT US

never_ending_stories@icloud.com

07814670203

www.neverendingstories.co.uk


